
Tuning Tips: 

Get a clip-on tuner 

Yes, this is some personal opinion but there are definite benefits to a clip-on tuner.  A 

clip-on tuner will not pick up ambient noise like a phone does because it uses the 

vibration of the instrument and not sound in the air (this is especially true for noisy 

environments).  It is also faster and less of a distraction. (Hey, look! My friend is texting 

me!) 

Keep It Quiet 

If you are using a phone (and sometimes a clip-on tuner) limit outside noise and 

interference, because the tuner cannot distinguish the notes of your uke from other 

sounds it hears. 

Always Tune Up 

Tune each string by tuning down slightly, then tuning back up to reach the note you 

need to hit. Adding tension rather than removing tension helps keep the string more 

secure and in tune as you play. 

Wait Until the String Settles 

When you first pluck a string, the pitch goes high at first, then it settles into the real note 

you are playing. The tuner will react to the very first thing it hears. Pluck the string, hold 

for a beat, then read what the tuner says after that. 

Listen 

Make sure you listen to the pitch of the note as you tighten and loosen the string. This 

will help train your ear and aid you in making the small adjustments you need.  

(Exercise: Pluck your string and see if the string is in tune.  If not detune (see “Always 

Tune Up”) and close your eyes.  Now try to get it back into tune without looking at the 

tuner.  Once you think it is in tune open your eyes… How did you do?) 

Tune Early and Often 

Always tune your uke each time you play. Every gig, practice, or if you just want to 

noodle about, your uke needs to be perfectly in tune. You’ll be surprised how ukes go 

out of tune easily, no matter how expensive your tuning pegs/strings are. 
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The tuning pegs on your ukulele are a vital piece of equipment. Whether you have a collectible 

vintage ukulele or a new, factory-made instrument, it’s important to get your strings in-tune 

quickly and reliably. When your instrument’s tuning pegs won’t cut it, they may need to be 

replaced or upgraded. But before we get into specifics, first we need to understand a few 

concepts of how tuning pegs are designed and used. Then we will discuss the different styles and 

their pros and cons. 

The Tune, the Tuning 

The first concept is tuning ratio. When you turn the tuner button, the shaft also turns. Old-style 

friction pegs have a 1:1 ratio, meaning that every turn of the peg turns the shaft one turn. This 

low tuning-ratio means that your movements must be smaller, and it will be harder to fine-tune a 

string. Modern tuning pegs may have gears that can give them a tuning ratio as high as 14:1, 

meaning that every turn of the peg makes a much smaller turn of the shaft. (In this case, it takes 

14 turns of the tuner button to make the shaft turn once.) As the number goes up, accuracy and 

ease of use increases. 

The second concept to understand is weight. The ukulele is a relatively small and lightweight 

instrument. The more gears and metal parts your tuning pegs have, the heavier they will be. If 

you’re not careful, your ukulele will be out of balance and hard to hold, even with a strap. Only 

in the last few years have manufacturers been willing to design geared tuning pegs for the 

ukulele market that offer gears at lower weights and smaller sizes. 

The Simple Machines 

The first type of tuning pegs to discuss are friction tuners. These can range from old wooden 

violin tuners to expensive modern replicas of golden-era designs. Friction tuners are traditionally 

used on ukuleles because of their lightweight and simple design. The most important thing to 

understand about these is that they have a 1:1 ratio. This can be problematic for fine adjustment, 

but if they are well made and installed properly, they can work very well. On the other hand, 

poorly made friction tuners can make your life miserable! Metal friction tuners usually have a 

small screw in the button that tightens the assembly, adjusting how easy or hard it is to turn. Too 

tight and you can’t turn the peg; too loose and the peg slips, making steady tuning very difficult. 



 

Waverly friction tuners. 

If you have a vintage uke that needs old-style friction tuners with small shafts, I like 

the Waverly andGrover Champion friction pegs available from Stewart-Macdonald. It takes 

some practice to use friction pegs accurately, and some folks just don’t have the patience. If 

you’re one of those people, it may be a good idea to replace them with geared pegs. 

The first type of geared peg I’ll mention are planetary tuning pegs, which get their name from 

the tuner’s internal gears, which resemble planets orbiting a sun. Like friction pegs, these tuners 

stick straight back from the back of the headstock. They are traditionally used on banjos and 

normally have a 4:1 ratio, which makes them easier to use and more accurate than friction pegs. 

Until recently, it was hard to find planetary pegs that were light enough for ukulele, but now 

there are two good options. Peghed brand tuning pegs look like traditional wooden violin 

friction pegs, but actually have a 4:1 gear in the metal shaft. Their tension can be adjusted by 

lightly pushing in or pulling out the button until the tension is just right. They are very 

lightweight, but require a tapered hole in the headstock, which means you may want professional 

installation. The new Gotoh UPT planetary pegs are miniature versions of the company’s 

popular banjo pegs and are another great option. They don’t require a tapered shaft and come 

with multiple finish and button options to match the aesthetics of your instrument. They are a 

little heavier than Pegheds, but still appropriate for most ukes, especially tenor and baritones. 

http://www.stewmac.com/Hardware_and_Parts/Tuning_Machines/Ukulele_Tuning_Machines/Waverly_Ukulele_Friction_Pegs.html
http://www.stewmac.com/Hardware_and_Parts/Tuning_Machines/Ukulele_Tuning_Machines/Grover_Champion_Dulcimer_Uke_Friction_Pegs.html
http://www.stewmac.com/
http://gph.is/1IMImsC
http://www.pegheds.com/
http://g-gotoh.com/international/product/product-category/upt-uptl
https://i1.wp.com/www.ukulelemag.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Waverly_Ukulele_Friction_Pegs-1.jpg


 

Gotoh UPT tuner 

Finally, we have guitar-style tuning pegs. This is the type of tuner that sticks out of the left and 

right sides of the ukulele’s headstock, on paddle headstocks, or face backward on slotted style 

headstocks. These are often the most accurate and easy to use tuners, with 14:1 gear ratio or 

higher. In the past, guitar-style tuners were too heavy for ukuleles, but now there are many 

lightweight versions. My favorite is the old-school Grover open-back tuners, scaled down from 

the classic guitar design with shorter shafts for ukulele. If you want an even fancier version of 

this style of tuner, check out the beautiful wooden knobs on the Waverley. 

 

Grover’s Sta-Tite geared tuners. 

 

https://www.grotro.com/Grover/UKULELE
http://www.stewmac.com/Hardware_and_Parts/Tuning_Machines/Ukulele_Tuning_Machines/Waverly_Ukulele_Tuners.html
https://i2.wp.com/www.ukulelemag.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/UPT-CW-1.jpg
https://i1.wp.com/www.ukulelemag.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/GroverGearedTuners.jpg

